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This essay disccusses the development of my project, and explores the
issues of consumption and production wastes. I am interested in using
digital medium to monitoring the effect of the economic development on
our social life. I intend to find out the facts from the consumption
statistics.

The project attempt to creat the animation based on digital medium. "the
medium is the message"(Marshall McLuhan). Digital tools have now
become an integral part of the process of making art.

1.CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION WASTES

When people keep chaseing the dream and enjoy the development of
economic. How much garbage did we make everday? Waste streams in
this century make us have a better understanding of modern societies'
consumer behavior.

In 1935, according to official records in the UK, 57 percent of the contents
of a typical British dustbin was, in fact, dust. Precious few reusable items
made it to the trash. By 1993, that had changed. Dust comprised only 7
percent of the total, making room for more paper (33 percent), plastics
(11 percent) and vegetable matter (20 percent).

Ninety nine percent of material used in production of or contained within
goods in the United States becomes waste within six weeks of sale.

Nature In, Garbage Out

One of the clearest signs that our relationship to the global

environment is in severe crisis is the floodtide of garbage

spilling out of our cities and factories. What some have called

the "throwaway society" has been based on the assumption that

endless resources will allow us to produce an endless supply of

goods and that bottomless receptacles (i.e., landfills and ocean

dumping sites) will allow us to dispose of an endless stream of

waste. But now we are beginning to drown in that stream.

Having relied for too long on the old strategy of "out of sight,

out of mind," we are now running out of ways to dispose of our

waste in a manner that keeps it out of either sight or mind.

- Senator Al Gore, Earth in the Balance (1992)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_McLuhan
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1.1 ELECTRONIC WASTES

When used computers, televisions and other electronic products are ready
to go up to that big scrap heap in the sky, they often end their journeys
lying in some large landfill in China. Indeed, over the last decade, China
has quickly become the repository for developed countries' discarded
electronics, known collectively as "e-waste."

315 Million PCs will become absolete in 2004.

130 Million mobile phones will be disposed of in 2005.

20 to 50 Million tons of e-waste per year world-wide.

Americans own 3 billion electronic products.

The U.S. Discarded over 300 million units in 2005.

At least half of U.S's e-waste ends up overseas, such as in China, India or

Nigeria.

Gui Yu

The report showed that worker's blood levels at the sites (Gui Yu) contained

levels of heavy PBDE-BDE-209 50 to 200 times higher than the norm.

2.RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

After looking at such huge amount of statistics, i intend to use those
productions as materials of my animation to aware of the facts. When i
first start to choose the products, i checked Veblen goods which most
consumed by middle classes. However, i changed to looking at the
consumer waste and mass consumer productes (such as cans, paper,
plastic bottles,bags...etc), also some issues about electronic waste.

Then i checked the related artist's works. Two projects impress me a lot.
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One is 'Trash people' made by HAHAHA

HA

Schult.Schult.Schult.

Schult.

This project are life-size
representations of people created from waste material. ' “One man’s trash
is another man’s treasure.”

2006. Cologne people 2003.Zermatt,Stellisee.

Another one is 'Running the numbers' which made by Digital Artist chrischrischris

chris

jordan.jordan.jordan.

jordan.

We can realise how big a problem consumer waste is from his works.
He showed massive amounts of statistically-photograhpy.Chris Jordan has
taken upon himself the task of translating these almost-meaningless numbers
and statistics into tangible, concrete representations, usually laced with acid
irony. ''Each image portrays a specific quantity of something: fifteen million
sheets of office paper (five minutes of paper use); 106,000 aluminum cans
(thirty seconds of can consumption) and so on. '' '' The underlying desire is to
emphasize the role of the individual in a society that is increasingly enormous,
incomprehensible, and overwhelming""

Depicts one million plastic cups, the number used on airline flights in the US every six hours.

In my project, i experiment to combine chinese tranditional painting style
with digital medium. I used different kinds of trashes as the pixels of digital
images.
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2.1.THE MEANINGS OF TRANDITIONAL CHINESE PAINTING

The landscapes,the characters and the flowers and birds are the three
preferred topics of the chinese painting. Landscapes of tradtional chinese
painting represent a major category, mainly depicting the natural scenery
of mountains and rivers. In my animaiton, i will use the composition and
features of tradtional ink painting.

Lotus as a sacred symbol of Buddhism, the lotus rises out of the muddy
river and lake bed into a representation of purity and perfection. It
meaning the peaceful world like utopia.
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2.2.DIGITAL TOOLS

With the computer's position in the life of all modern people, Digital tools is
the best way for me to show how is going on in consumer age.

Digital arts are a fascination mix of traditional and contemprary elements.
I used digital images to depict abstract traditional paintings. I have been
experimenting with the movement of animation. I also will explore to
audio and sound design, in order to discover how current techniques and
tranditonal can work together.
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